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-̡thalassaemia and liver fibrosis
ÅUntil recently, heart disease was the main cause of death in -̡
thalassaemia patients 

ÅBUTliver disease is catching up 

ÅChronic iron deposition in the liver of -̡thalassaemia patients 

Å[ƛǾŜǊ ŦƛōǊƻǎƛǎ Ҧ ƭƛǾŜǊ ŎƛǊǊƘƻǎƛǎ Ҧ ƘŜǇŀǘƻŎŜƭƭǳƭŀǊ ŎŀǊŎƛƴƻƳŀ όI//ύ

ÅIf identified early, liver fibrosis can be halted by a more aggressive iron 
chelation protocol and enhanced patient compliance.



Liver fibrosis
ÅBuilding up of excessive amount of ECM in 
response to persistent liver injury.

ÅHepatic stellate cells become activated and 
produce collagen.

ÅLiver becomes stiff and fibrotic.

ÅLiver injury is caused by iron overload and hepatitis.



Detection of liver fibrosis

Liver biopsy is the most accurate method to identify early liver damage (early stage liver 
fibrosis) BUT
Å invasive & risk of complications 
Å samples only a tiny portion of the liver
Å therefore not routinely carried out in ̡-thalassaemiapatients 

Non-invasive methods, such as blood biomarkers and elastography are not accurate 

Ҧ ƴŜŜŘ ƻŦ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜƳŜƴǘ

Blood biomarkers
Å Indirect biomarkers (liver function): ALT, AST, 
Å Direct biomarkers (fibrosis or cirrhosis development): proteins, microRNAs



Fibroscan
(elastography)

Non-ƛƴǾŀǎƛǾŜ ŘŜǾƛŎŜΦ !ǎǎŜǎǎŜǎ ǘƘŜ ΨƘŀǊŘƴŜǎǎΩ όƻǊ ǎǘƛŦŦƴŜǎǎύ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ƭƛǾŜǊ Ǿƛŀ ǘƘŜ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜ ƻŦ 
transient elastography by measuring the velocity of a vibration wave generated on the 
skin. Because fibrous tissue is harder than normal liver, the degree of hepatic fibrosis can be 
inferred from the liver hardness. The harder the liver, the faster the vibration moves through 
the liver. https://www.racgp.org.au/afp/2013/july/fibroscan#:~:text=FibroScan%C2%AE%20is%20a%20non,')%20generated%20on%20the%20skin.

https://www.racgp.org.au/afp/2013/july/fibroscan#:~:text=FibroScan%C2%AE%20is%20a%20non,')%20generated%20on%20the%20skin


Aim of project

Identification of plasma biomarkers for the diagnosis of liver fibrosis in -̡thalassemia 
patients (which are better than existing biomarkers)



Project outline
ÅDetermination of clinical data needed and sample collection conditions

ÅCollection of clinical data and samples

ÅProteomics experimental procedure and data analysis (BGI and CING)

ÅMetabolomics experimental procedure and data analysis (UMC, UOA and CING)

ÅTranscriptomics (BRFAA and CING)

ÅGWAS (EMC and CING)



Clinical data and sample collection
List of clinical data to be collected agreed upon
ÅThalassaemia diagnosis

ÅTransfusion history

ÅChelation therapy

ÅHaematology

ÅCoagulation

ÅElectrophoresis data

ÅClinical chemistry

ÅImmunology/Serology

ÅLiver evaluation inclFIBROSCAN

ÅRenal complications

ÅOther conditions that may affect liver health



Clinical data and sample collection
ÅData collected for 140 thalassemia patients*

Å66 men & 74  women

ÅPlasma extracted and stored 

47%

53%

Male Female



Clinical data and sample collection
Fibroscan stage MALE FEMALE SUM 

F0-F1 16 33 49 

F2 22 18 40 

F3 7 8 15 

F4 10 3 13 

 



Clinical data and sample collection
Å30 control samples collected.

Clinical Lab tests performed 
ÅBiochemical tests
ÅHaematology tests 
ÅBlood film-morphology



Samples for omics experiments

Å10 thalassaemia patients 
without liver fibrosis 

Å10 thalassemia patients 
with liver fibrosis

Å10 healthy controls (age and 
sex matched)

Healthy Controls Thalassaemia non-fibrotic Thalassaemia Fibrotic

Gender Age Gender Age Fibroscan

results

Gender Age Fibroscan

results
MALE 41 MALE 40 F0-F1 MALE 41 F4

MALE 41 MALE 42 F0-F1 MALE 42 F4

MALE 44 MALE 46 F0-F1 MALE 44 F4

MALE 50 MALE 47 F0-F1 MALE 46 F4

MALE 55 MALE 53 F1 MALE 48 F4

MALE 56 MALE 54 F0-F1 MALE 55 F4

MALE 65 MALE 64 F0-F1 MALE 63 F4

FEMALE 41 FEMALE 43 F1 FEMALE 41 F4

FEMALE 56 FEMALE 58 F1 FEMALE 57 F4

FEMALE 62 FEMALE 59 F0-F1 FEMALE 60 F4



Proteomics data
ÅLook at the total set of proteins in the plasma samples from each patient/control.

ÅAll samples passed QC

Å Identification and quantification

peptides proteins

average 4562.9 689.6

st dev 229.2 22.2

min 4087 635

max 5133 730



Proteomics data-Quantitative differential 
analysis
Two filtration criteria significant differential 
proteins

ÅFold change > 1.5 

ÅP value < 0.05

Comparsion 

group

Down-

regulated

Non-

regulated

Up-

regulated

Healthy-VS-TF 68 682 50

Healthy-VS-TnF 77 683 38

TnF-VS-TF 12 784 26



Proteomics data-Quantitative differential 
analysis
NO PROTEINS PASS ADJUSTMENT FOR MULTIPLE VARIABLES

Therefore, none of the differentially expressed proteins are statistically significant. 

Why?

Å there are no differences between the proteomes of fibrotic and non-fibrotic 
patients or 

Å the study populations are too small to distinguish the differences between their 
proteomes.

We see statistically significant differences between the proteome of the healthy 
subjects and patients(fibrotic and non-fibrotic)  

Data presented are not statistically significant



Proteomics data-Principle component 
analysis
Åcombines multiple variables to a new 

set of 2-3 integrated variables, to 
achieve dimension/complexity 
reduction

ÅUnable to segregate the fibrotic and 
non-fibrotic thalassaemia patients and 
healthy into distinct classes



Proteomics data-
Cluster analysis

possible to cluster the samples into the 3 
distinct populations 

utilises all of the identified proteins to 
perform the clustering

can a small number (5-10) of selected 
proteins achieve correct sample 
clustering to provide a reliable biomarker 
for liver fibrosis?

although the individual proteins do not 
show statistically significant differential 
expression between all of the sample 
groups. 



Proteomics data- disease progression 
analysis
Clusters 3 and 8 
increase/ decrease with 
the progression of 
disease severity 

cluster 4- segregating 
healthy controls from 
thalassaemic patients 

cluster 5- segregating 
non-fibrotic individuals 
from fibrotic individuals. 



Proteomics data- KOG annotation of 
DEPs



Proteomics data- Significantly enriched 
pathways.


